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Seminar Overview

! What are hazard and why we need them

! Best practices for key elements of hazards

! Best practices for design issues

! Error messages

! Conclusions
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What Is Not Covered

! Product packaging

! Workplace safety

! In-house policy and procedure hazards

! Definitive legal answers
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Introduction: 
The What and Why of Hazards

Let’s start by defining our terms and 
understanding the purpose and 
function of hazards.
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Hazard: Definition

! Dictionary definition:
" a source of danger
" an unknown and unpredictable phenomenon 

that causes an event to result one way rather 
than another

! Documentation definition:
" any potential problem that can be avoided by 

specifically doing, or avoiding, an action
" any unusual or unexpected behavior that can 

interfere with normal usage
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The Role in Documentation

! Protect the users:
" prevent serious damage or loss of life
" alert users to potential problems
" address problems based on user’s 

perspective and probable work habits 
(scenarios)

" provide critical information at the correct time
" apply the Golden Rule: Highlight Hazards!

! Protect the company:
" meet requirements regarding product liability
" follow accepted guidelines when possible
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Behavioral Concepts:
Effectiveness and User Response

In order for a hazard to work, users must:
! Notice and perceive the warning:

" visual and distinct
" can’t control for inattentional blindness

! Understand the warning:
" no jargon or vague writing subject to 

interpretation (“provide adequate ventilation”)

! Comply with the warning:
" works against learned experience
" human temperament and psychology
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When he was 14 years old, Philip Dederer ignored signs 
posted on a bridge in New South Wales, Australia, prohibiting 
diving. He dove to the river below and broke his neck. Left 
paraplegic, he sued the Roads and Traffic Authority and the 
Great Lakes Shire Council, and was awarded A$1,400,000.  
The judge reduced the award by one-quarter since Dederer
was judged 25 percent at fault, leaving him A$1,050,000 
(US$809,000). The basis for the award: the signs didn't say 
why diving was prohibited, and because kids still dive there.

from This is True, 17 April 2005 
© 2005 by Randy Cassingham, used with permission
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Legal Concepts

! Liability:
" product manufacturer (company) vs. employee
" unfair contract clauses (California, 1994)

! Duty to warn:
" companies must let you know about potentially dangerous 

products
" triage: redesign, prevent, warn

! Open and obvious:
" don’t have to warn about common knowledge hazards

! Foreseeable misuse:
" must alert to expected problems (DEC, 1996)
" expert knowledge
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Certification and Standards 
Issues

! Special markets require certification:
" FDA, FCC, FAA, etc.
" identify your in-house resource
" make sure you are meeting current 

requirements
" go beyond minimum to meet needs of users

! Guideline standards:
" ANSI: product oriented, Z535.4
" IEEE: 1063, Standard for Software User
" ISO: ISO/IEC 18019:2004, guidelines for the 

design and preparation of user documentation 
for application software
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International Issues

! Legal issues:
" jurisdictional battles (market vs. origin)
" Product Liability Directive

! Cultural issues:
" L10N vs. I18N: how does this impact the 

docs?
" Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Score
" solution: screen through reps at target (icons, 

colors, wording, positioning, etc.)
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Professional Responsibilities

! Be a champion for the user while still being concerned 
for the company’s liability:

" do not let hazards be relegated to obscure locations
" fight for stronger wording in hazards

! Use active strategies to find hidden hazards:
" brainstorm possible scenarios
" ask directed, open questions
" push for a TC presence during in-house testing
" understand corporate culture and document “ownership”
" when pushed, play the lawsuit card (i.e., always get sign-

offs from legal as well as product manager)
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Introduction: Review

! Hazards protect the user from injury or problems and 
to protect the company from liability.

! Legal issues are complex and require sign-offs. 

! Certification and compliance require special research; 
standards are often suggested guidelines.

! International problems can be avoided with some 
research and market sensitivity.

! As the TC, raise issues, champion user needs, find 
hidden hazards, and present them effectively.
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Best Practices: Key Elements of a 
Hazard

What are the key elements that every 
effective hazard needs? 
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The Signal Word (Label)

! Use an accepted signal word:
" danger: death, serious injury
" warning: possible injury, hardware damage
" caution: potential (lower risk), or data damage
" note: explaining anomalies in system performance
" tip: alternate techniques, signposting, etc.

! Select the appropriate level:
" don’t use both Warning and Caution
" remember that users don’t understand the difference 

! Make the label visible:
" set the signal word apart by white space 
" use a more dominant font 
" use an icon
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Warning:  Do not attach the valve directly to 
the cow before applying the lubricant.

Warning: Do not attach the valve directly to 
the cow before applying the lubricant.

Warning: Do not attach the valve directly
to the cow before applying the
lubricant.
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The Action

! State the action clearly:
" active voice, imperative
" use the strongest verb available
" (flipped from ANSI and ISO)

! Understand the do-vs.-do-not debate:
" how human cognition works  
" you can’t always cast as a ‘do’

! Keep it short.
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Warning: Do not attach the teatcup to the 
cow before applying lubricant
to the teats.

Warning: Apply lubricant to the teats
before attaching the teatcup 
to the cow.
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The Ramifications 
(Consequences)

! Don’t treat your users like children; when 
the action doesn’t have an obvious reason, 
state the ramifications:
" the potential problem
" the connection between the action and the 

problem

! Think in terms of user compliance:
" why am I being told to do this?  
" what does it really matter?

! Consider the amount of detail.
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Warning: Apply lubricant to the teats
before attaching the teatcup to
the cow.  Unlubricated, the 
teatcup liner may chafe and
severely irritate the cow. 

Warning: Apply lubricant to the teats
before attaching the teatcup to
the cow. 
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The Recovery

! Some classic errors cannot be prevented!

! When possible, provide recovery info:
" what to do
" fast troubleshooting

! Use your in-house resources:
" tech support, development  
" field service reps, user group experts
" watch product testing
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Warning: Apply lubricant to the teats before
attaching the teatcup to  the cow.
Unlubricated, the teatcup liner may
chafe and severely irritate the cow. 

If the cow at any point appears
uncomfortable, stop the procedure
immediately, remove the teatcups,
rinse off the entire udder, and 
relubricate both the teats and the
teatcup liners.
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The Placement

! Place the hazard correctly:
" before the potential danger
" not too far before

! Use indents to indicate hierarchy and 
relationships:
" global hazard for a procedure  
" step-specific hazard

! Repeat critical hazards where needed.
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The Basics

Dehydrating Chili Peppers
Chili peppers, when properly dried in the Zenco food dryer, can retain their zesty 
spiciness for years. When substituting dried for fresh chili peppers, you can 
reconstitute them first (see Cooking with Dried Herbs and Spices, p. 117).

Caution! Do not allow the oil of the chili peppers to come into contact with your
eyes or broken skin.  

1. Wash and dry peppers.

2. Using a sharp knife, slice each pepper lengthwise, allowing the pepper 
to be opened flat in a single piece.
Caution: Do not remove the stem!

3. Remove all seeds.
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Dehydrating Chili Peppers
Chili peppers, when properly dried in the Zenco food dryer, can retain their zesty 
spiciness for years. When substituting dried for fresh chili peppers, you can 
reconstitute them first (see Cooking with Dried Herbs and Spices, p. 117).

Caution! Do not allow the oil of the chili peppers to come into contact with your
eyes or broken skin.  

1. Wash and dry peppers.

2. Cut the peppers as follows:
Caution: Do not remove the stem!

Using a sharp knife, slice each pepper lengthwise, allowing the pepper 
to be opened flat in a single piece.

3. Remove all seeds.

The Basics
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Key Elements: Review

! Select clear signal words and make them visible.

! Write the action in the clearest, most active, direct 
way.

! When necessary, explain ramifications 
(consequences) to increase user compliance.

! Add recovery details for “classic” mistakes.

! Determine the correct placement of the hazard.
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Best Practices: Design Issues

What are the most effective design techniques 
for hazards?
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Color

! What works the best?
" contrast to other print
" “meaningful” color 

! Special considerations:
" special populations
" cultural issues
" added cost for print
" online info is lost when users print 

! Don’t rely strictly on color.
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Icons

! Hazard icons follow the general rules of all 
good icons:
" ease of identification (85% vs. 20%)
" clear association with message
" unique symbol
" simple
" uncontroversial and internationally acceptable
" doesn’t violate accepted standards

! When in doubt, use the basics.
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Design and Layout

! Use sans serif fonts for signal word.

! Use hanging indents where possible.

! Box or use a shaded background to keep 
hazard components visually chunked.

! Be exact with placement (plumb lines).

! Do not use many different designs.
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Special Online Design Issues

! Be cautious using animation and sound:
" studies indicate that users tune out sound
" animation effectiveness is declining  

! When possible, link to online resources:
" troubleshooting, knowledge base, tech 

support
" make links clear 
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Design Issues: Review

! Determine if you have a budget for color 
before proceeding, and don’t rely on color.

! Stick to recognized icons or be ready to do 
usability testing.

! Create a clean, simple design and use it 
consistently.

! Consider the possible benefits of online 
extras.
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Error Messages

Error messages are a special category of 
hazard information that appears either in the 
documentation or as part of the interface.
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Definition and Purpose

Error messages:

! Are a way to address unusual or 
exceptional conditions that can’t be solved 
by the product itself.

! Should allow the user to understand, and 
recover from, a problem.

! Also assist communication between users 
and internal technical staff.
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The Cost of Poor Error 
Messages

! Financial cost:
" user time and expense (calls to tech support)
" company expense (if tech support is not a 

profit center)

! Psychological costs:
" user frustration through perception of difficulty
" distrust of product
" ultimate dissatisfaction in product 

! Problem: error messages are often written 
by developers.
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Error Message Basics

! Identification:
" unobtrusive number or code
" for internal purposes (reporting to tech support)

! Short, clear statement of problem:
" avoid internal codes and jargon in description
" provide enough info to be meaningful

! Probable causes:
" most common first

! Corrective actions:
" if very complex, try a mini procedure
" consider on-screen accessibility
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MooMilker2000 seems to have lost communication with the network.

To solve this problem, make sure that the network connection is in 
place and that you are logged in to the server.

If you can see other network folders but cannot update MooMilker
data, contact your system administrator.
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Extra Help and Links

! On-screen messages can link to:
" online Help (specific topic)
" website to fill in support form
" online knowledge base

! Make links explicit.

! List error messages in documentation (print 
and online) with clear signposting.

! Add troubleshooting flowcharts where 
possible.
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Error Messages: Review

! Bad error messages (vague, unclear, 
confusing, cryptic, etc.) carry real costs.

! TCs should take over this task from SMEs.

! Follow the basics.

! If resources allow, add some links for online 
error messages.
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Conclusions

! Assess the needs of your company.

! Make a strategic effort to raise the issues:
" address liability issues
" think in terms of user needs
" search for hidden hazards 

! Design and write clear, effective hazards.

! Create a test plan for hazards (see Annex A 
of ANSI Z535.3).
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